
Theme: Farm Animals

Term 1 Week 13

Age: 9-18 months

Area of Development Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

|  Intellectual development                         
| Manual Dexterity                                     

| Hand-eye, Foot-Eye                                              

Sound check 1                                    

Place a plastic cow, chicken 

and soft toy in front of baby. 

Pick up 1 at a time and make 

the sound. Do this a few 

times. Allow baby to play with 

the toys. 

Popcorn Posting                            

Offer baby a bowl of popped 

popcorn. Show baby how to 

grab the popcorn with a 

pincer grasp and post the 

popcorn into a formula tin(the 

lid should have a big enough 

hole to allow the popcorn to 

fit)                               

ALWAYS SUPERVISE, SMALL 

PARTS ARE CHOKING 

HAZARDS

Sound check 2                                   

Repeat sound check 1 before 

doing sound check 2. Place 

the cow and the soft toy in 

front of baby. Now only make 

a cow sound and see if baby 

can pick up/reach for the 

correlating toy. 

Little Red Hen Bread                      

Allow baby to mix in the 

ingredients to make a banana 

bread. Smashed banans, 

sugar, flour,eggs,  cinnmon. 

Baby should enjoy licking 

his/her fingers and tasting the 

mixture before it is poured 

and baked. Allow baby to 

taste the bread once its done. 

Sound check 3                                                         

Do sound check 1 and 2. 

After a few rounds add in one 

more toy(elephant/lion) these 

have distinctive sounds and 

should be pleasing to baby to 

play along. See if they can 

find the new sound animal. 

|  Language  comprehension                                   
|  Literacy                                                                                                     

|  Communication                                       
|  Social

/ :

(Sing to the tune of Baa Baa black sheep)                                         

Baby is extremely interested in 

how sounds are made and 

listening to them.  When singing 

or reciting a rhyme talk directly to 

baby and  allow yourself  to be fun 

and expressive  !!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Cranberries & Cloudberries

             Weekly Skills Development Schedule

Tractor, tractor, may I have a ride?

Yes sir, yes madam, Step right inside

Pour in the petrol, Turn the motor on

Chug away, chug away

(pretend to hold steering wheel)

Brrrmm- brrrrmmm- brrrmmm. 



Click on the link 1                                

Listen to the animals sounds 

and hold up the animal 

making the sound.  Baby 

identifies the animal by 

picking up the corresponding 

plastic animal or pointing to a 

picture of the animal.

Sing Song                                 

Listen to the song: sing along, 

make movements, dance and 

have fun!

Click Here: Farm Animal Sounds Click Here: Farm Animal Song

|  Physical Development                      
|  Gross motor                                                                    

|  Body coordination & 
Awareness

Habitats                                              

Give baby plastic farm animals 

and playdough to play with. 

Show baby how to make 

footprints and stick the 

animals into a ball of 

playdough. 

    Butter Maker Shaker                                              

Fill a clear bottle with heavy 

cream, add in a marble and 

some salt. (Make sure baby 

observes all the 

processes)Now each baby 

gets a turn to shake , shake, 

shake until the creams turns 

to butter. Once done, cut 

open and allow baby to 

explore, taste and feel the 

butter. Older babies can enjoy 

this spread on a cracker or 

provita. See PDF

Tractor Ride                     Sit 

baby on your lap and sing the 

tractor song while you make 

vigirous movements as if to 

ride on a tractor in the field. 

Make sure the brrrm sound is 

loud, you can also play by 

leaning backwards for variety 

in movements/ spatial 

placement. 

Sponging                                

Use a small circular sponge. It 

should be slightly wet so the 

water can be squeeed out. 

Show baby that pressure 

exerted on the sponge causes 

the water to flow out. Sponge 

all over baby's 

legs/arms/hands even the 

head if baby enjoys this. 

REPEAT: Cow spots                                  

Stick black stickers all over 

baby, make sure baby sees 

where you stick them. Allow 

baby to pull them off. Also 

stick them on your 

hands/arms/face and allow 

baby to pull them off. 

| Emotional 

|  Concept of self                                               
|  Independence

| Sensory Integration                                                                                                                       
| Play                                                                        

| Curiosity                                                       
| Interests

Sit in front of a mirror: make Farm Animal sounds(Cow, Sheep, Rooster, Horse, Duck..)also add in hand /body gestures. While doing this watch yourself 

and baby in the mirror. Draw baby's attention to each movement and sound. Talk baby through the sounds i.e. "lets moo like a cow"                                          

Place your hands around your mouth as if to create a loudspeaker with your hands while mooing.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Continue using many more sounds and name them correctly,  baby begins to understand (trumpet, roar, bleat, laugh, snort, oink, moo...)

Baby has 3 main aims from 9 months onward:                      

To socialize with those he/she knows best,                                                  

To develop and practice new and learnt skills,                                          

To explore his/her world. We are driven by curiosity

NOTE TO PARENTS: It is imperative to baby's development that a fixed bedtime routine is 

established around 6-9 months. This is not necessarily the actually clock time of 18:00 but 

rather the routine itself. Dinner, Bath, Milk, Story , Song , Sleep, Mommy and Daddy says 

goodnight and lights off. 

Ooblek Fun                                 

Mix cornstarch and water until 

it forms a gooey yet solid 

formulation. Just explore and 

have fun

Piggy Paperplate                 

Place a white paper plate in 

front of baby, drop a few 

drops of white and red paint. 

Allow baby to smudge the 

paint and mix it into a pink 

piggy. Teacher can add in the 

snout, eyes and ears. 

      Piggy Edible Mud                                 

*Place the HALF CUP cocoa 

powder in a bowl.                        

*Add 2 CUPS  flour.                  

*Add the A FEW 

TABLESPOONS cooking oil 

and water little by little and 

mix till desired textures.                                          

*Spread the edible mud on a 

tray .                                                   

Add in the animals and enjoy

https://youtu.be/pHtqU2mxZzg
https://youtu.be/zXEq-QO3xTg

